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- Mr. Julian Hilton (Aleff Group)
- Mr. Donald Lessard (Professor Emeritus, Massachusetts Institute of Technology)
- Mr. Michal Lynch-Bell (KAZ Minerals)
- Mr. Dominique Salacz (Abu Dhabi National Oil Company (ADNOC))
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- Mr. Danny Trotman (EY)
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Commercial Applications Working Group deliveries in 2021

The deliveries of the Commercial Applications Working Group.
Both resource management and commercial applications require the project-based UNFC, populated with project metrics.

Meeting the SDGs and the climate ambitions is hinged on commercial valuations and requires:

- The UN and Member States to set and adapt appropriate framework conditions that –
- allows industry to deploy their best capabilities –
- in ways that the capital market can finance.

This journey requires dynamic and integrative capabilities to be developed and applied by all, respecting the interests and limitations of other parties.
Thank you!
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